CUSTOM & KILN CAR SEALS

Our Custom Seals are constructed of high quality Type E glass yarns with a knitted 304 stainless steel wire jacket for superior abrasion resistance. The high temperature glass yarns will not burn and provide continuous exposure to temperatures of 1000°F (540°C). Moreover, the compressive strength of the knitted fiberglass rope preserves the shape of the Seal after repeated use.

Each seal can be supplied cut to length or as continuous lengths. Custom Seals can be fabricated from a wide variety of diameters, and configurations to provide the precise thickness and depth of seal for each U-channel design specification.

Contact Davlyn for details and ask us about our Davlyn 4D Process!

MATERIALS
Type E Fiberglass
Stainless Steel (optional core/jacket)

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION OPTIONS
Braided outer with knitted (soft or dense) core

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS TEMPERATURE
1000°F (540°C)

SIZE RANGE
Custom

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Special bulk packaging
Stainless steel wire jacket for durability
Colors (white, black)

TYPICAL INDUSTRIES
Kiln Cars, Kilns, Furnaces

Custom Seal with Stainless Steel Core and Silicone Coating